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Students transform into Hobbit characters

L

ots of preparation goes into performing a full
Broadway show. There are so many things to
get right, such as lines, the set for the stage, the
lighting, the characterization, and much more. Students
who will performs in The Hobbit October 29 - November
1 are tackling all the elements of putting on a production.

how my character reacted to everything which helps,”
said Qwagailyn Howard, sophomore, who is playing the
role of the troll, Essie. Junior Ivy Cornellier, who will
play a goblin in the production, said “I watched the movie
personally to see how my character acted and associated
with the other characters.”

When it comes to getting into character for a show the
actors do everything they can to be the best they can be on
stage. “I usually just put on my beard; then it’s easy,” said
Jacqui Lane, freshman, who will play the dwarf Ori. On
the other hand Kaitlyn Prasanphanich, freshman, who
will play the dwarf Dori, said “I usually get pumped with
vocal warm ups such as chanting and going over my lines.”
“With my part, I always remember to be snobbish, cold,
and elegant, just like an elf should be in the production,”
said Anna Wilken, freshman. Uriel Achilleus, sophomore,
who will play the dwarf Kili, said, “I like to really think
about how the character speaks.”

Mastering the characterization and preparing still might
not be enough for some of the actors. Director Ms.
Kimberly Wibbenmeyer is there to push for that one
hundred percent effort out of each of the actors. “‘Ms.
Wibbs’ always tell us dwarves to stay in character, to
sound like a manly dwarf, and to project and have fun!”
said Lane. Achilleus agreed, “In her mind she has an
idea of how she wants it to be and she is a great teacher.”
Howard said “‘Ms. Wibbs’ does help us out. One of the
most common tips is to grumble more and to be more
disgusted -- plus have fun.” The Hobbit opens its doors
Thursday, Friday, and Saturday (October 29 - 31) at 7
p.m. and at 2 p.m. on Sunday, Nov.1 for the SensoryAwareness Production.

Before getting into character, the actors had to prepare
for the roles they would play. “I read the book and saw
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Right Gollum,
played by
junior Kamron
Underwood
undergoes an
extreme makeover
to bring his
character to life.
Senior Kylee
Stevenson applies
his face makeup
and tucks his hair
up under a scalp
cap.
Underwood also
plays Gandalf,
the mentor to
Bilbo Baggins, the
hobbit who begins
the journey.
Pictured from top to bottom - far right - Freshman Jeffrey Bittle gets into the character of Bilbo
Baggins, the lead of The Hobbit. Hanna Border, senior, applies his makeup. Ms. Kimberly
Wibbenmeyer, director, fixes the hair of sophomore Leigha Douglas, a dwarf. Hanna Border sprays
face makeup on Qwagailyn Howard, sophomore, who plays a troll. The elf, Anna Wilkens, gets an ear
attached by freshman Bailee Davis. While undergoing makeup, the actors gradually sink into their
roles.

Cast members juggle more than fantasy roles

T

onight is the opening night for Cape Central’s
production of The Hobbit. The cast and crew are
buzzing with excitement.

The cast members have lives outside of theatre and
are average students. Kamron Underwood, junior, is
involved in Concert Choir. Underwood plays the role of
Gollum and Gandalf, quite a feat for one person. This
is Underwood’s first show and he says he is enjoying
himself. “I started acting and I have recently fallen in
love with the arts. When I heard we were producing The
Hobbit I had to audition … I have thoroughly loved
my first show. I love the people that I get to work with
and hope to perform more with them.” Underwood has
plans to continue acting even after high school. He is
considering attending SEMO.
Jeffrey Bittle, freshman, tries to keep things real outside
of theatre. Bittle plays the role of Bilbo Baggins, also a
heavy part. The young man is very far ahead in the game
starting acting so early in his high school career. The
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actor shared his other school activities. “I’m involved in
marching band and plan to be on the Scholar Bowl Team
when my schedule frees up.” Bittle also belongs in Jazz
band and Wind Symphony in the spring. Bittle said “I
started acting because I had some friends doing it and
decided to jump on the bandwagon.” However, he said he
has no plans on acting after high school.
Leigha Douglas, sophomore, has made acting a part
time job. Apart from working at Cape Splash part time,
Douglas has acted in all the productions produced at
Central since Ms. Kimberly Wibbenmeyer joined the
theatre department. The young actress said, “I decided
to start acting because, from a very early age, it always
intrigued me. I always admired people with great acting
skills, so I knew right away that’s what I would love to
do.” Douglas spoke of how much she loves each season.
“It gets hectic at times of course, but it is always fun.” The
performer said she has plans to act after high school but
college is undecided.

Fantasy becomes reality in Winter One Acts

T

his year’s Winter One Acts, Fit and Atypical
Boy, take on the burden of mental illness in a
unique way. These plays will be performed this
winter in Kinder Hall to show their audiences what
it is like to have disorders such as epilepsy or autism.
Ms. Kimberly Wibbenmeyer, teacher and director of the
theatre department at CHS, said that these plays go to
show that not all disorders are outward.
“In some cases people never know the struggles of
mental illness,” Wibbenmeyer said. “[Fit and Atypical

Boy] show real life situations that students with mental
disabilities face daily.”

Instead of a speech or book, Fit and Atypical Boy teach
students about disabilities in the form of short plays that
are both interactive and informative.
The one act play, Atypical Boy, places the audience
members directly into the mind of a boy with autism.
The play will be creatively performed using puppets to
help place the audience inside the world of the autistic
character.
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“A typical society will cast out the unknown,”
Wibbenmeyer said. “ So the boy escapes into a dream
world of his own.”
Fit chooses to realistically show how a teen with epilepsy
goes through his/her life without allowing his/her peers
to see the daily issues that confront a disabled student.
This play is dedicated to showing how anyone, even a
student’s closest peers, could be affected by mental
illness.

